
Needs Analysis for Co. Donegal
● Number of online responses: 23
● Number of attendees at online cafe: 30

Note: artists were able to indicate more than one area of practice.



Training & Skills
Higher numbers indicate greater need.

Top ten requested subjects for VAI during 2021 (884 responses)

1. How to write funding applications
2. Artist talks
3. Building professional networks
4. Approaching and working with curators
5. Approaching and working with galleries
6. E-Commerce
7. Making a website (practical)
8. Revenue & Tax
9. Social Media
10. Writing proposals



Jamboard from the needs analysis cafe

Summary
The three most urgent areas of development as identified by our survey are:

● Creating opportunities
● Building professional networks
● Mastering the web

These areas are broadly reflected by our wider 2021 research from across ROI and NI, and
were also reflected in the jamboard we used at the Needs Analysis event.

Creating Opportunities Building professional
networks

Mastering the web

● Applying for funding
● Approaching curators
● Approaching galleries
● Writing proposals

● 1-to-1 sessions & clinics
● Developing local peer

networks

● eCommerce
● Building a website
● Online marketing /

building online
audiences

● Social media



Support Infrastructure
1 = Strongly disagree
5 = Strongly agree

Detailed breakdown





Jamboard from the needs analysis cafe

Summary
Artists indicated that they felt local support infrastructure needed improving. The biggest
area of need was access to shared physical resources such as printmaking facilities and
studio space. There was also discussion around the potential of a network of creative hubs
across the county where artists could meet, run workshops, and hold exhibitions.



Exhibition Opportunities
1 = Strongly disagree
5 = Strongly agree

Detailed breakdown





Jamboard from the needs analysis cafe

Summary
Whilst respondents did indicate that there were not enough spaces to exhibit across the
county, they did suggest that it was not impossible to find places to exhibit outside of
galleries and institutions, and that there was funding available to help do this.

There were suggestions in the discussions for regular pop up events, to both exhibit and sell
work. Most discussion focussed on the need for more local places to exhibit work and there
was less discussion about promoting Donegal-based artists outside of the county.

Findings
Much of the discussion was centred on the idea of building the Donegal Artists Network.
Some of the key ideas that were suggested were:

● It could exist as an online platform

● There could be an online directory of artists

● There could be regular physical meet-ups

● It could be a way of disseminating information and signposting to other local supports
(through digital tools such as social media or a mailing list)

● There could be a network of physical spaces (galleries, studios, hubs etc) across the
county. Individual spaces could be highlighted in turn and made the ‘space of the
month’



● There could be regular events in established spaces

● There could be regular pop up events

In terms of skills development and training needs, the needs of artists in Co. Donegal were
broadly in line with those of artists across the island of Ireland. The main thrust of this was
centred on how artists can become more self-sustainable, especially in the current climate of
reduced opportunities to engage with the general public because of COVID.

With that in mind much of the discussion focussed on using digital and online tools to show
and sell work. This included portfolio websites, social media tools, digital marketing and
online shop platforms.

There was also some weighty discussion around using one-to-one sessions to help build
professional relationships. This could take the form of meetings with curators and other
professionals or with fellow artists (peer crits etc).

There was some discussion about the need for basic business skills such as filing tax
returns, and there was some discussion around the upcoming basic income for artists.

One thing to note is that VAI have a large archive of recordings available for members on our
website. This can be found at https://visualartists.ie/members-area/webinars-recordings/

Lastly, in terms of physical infrastructure, it was clear that there is a need for more shared
artist studios. These not only can act as workspace for individual artists, but also as a place
to meet, share ideas, skills and information.

https://visualartists.ie/members-area/webinars-recordings/

